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Open spaces for connection 
and collaboration 
In Resolve workspaces, air and 

light pass through. People can 

see in and out, unconfined by 

panels or walls. An organization 

can have an environment that 

reflects its culture. Resolve  

is based on poles with screens 

attached at 120-degree angles. 

The open angle accommodates 

large and multiple monitors, 

encourages collaboration, and 

gives even small spaces a 

spacious feel.

Z ReSolve SyStem

Resolve is a human-centered system 
that balances employee enrichment with 
economics. 

cover

Resolve enables shared work in two-sided 
workstations with plenty of storage options. 
Canopies and tall poles create enclosure.

This arrangement features boundary screens in Spa Blue, 
work surfaces in Light Anigre Formcoat™  Fleck finish, and 
storage in Metallic Silver with Folkstone Grey trim. Also 
shown: Mirra® chairs.

inside cover

This arrangement features display 
screens in Blue Grey, boundary 
screens, canopies and rolling 
screens in Seashell White, work 
surfaces and shelves in White 
laminate, and storage cabinet in 
Metallic Bronze. Also shown: Tu® 
pedestal and Aeron® chair.





This arrangement 
features boundary 
screens in Savannah 
Jute fabric; canopies 
in Seashell White, 
embroidered in 
customer’s own pattern; 
infrastructure in Metallic 
Bronze finish and 
Brownstone trim; and 
workstation surfaces in 
Formcoat Aged Cherry 
Fleck. Also shown: 
Aeron chairs.

Wide Application
Resolve supports a variety of 

environments, from traditional 

workspaces to innovative 

applications. Its professional, 

unified appearance is a blend of 

functionality and refined design.

 

Canopy

Resolve’s canopies provide a sense of enclosure 
for individual work. They also define identity, 
signify wayfinding, and complement fabric screens.





Resolve offers enclosure with varying pole and screen heights. 
This arrangement features boundary and display screens in Tea 
Leaf Grey, infrastructure in Metallic Silver with Cool Grey Neutral 
trim, work surfaces and shelves in Soft White laminate, and 
storage in Metallic Silver. Also shown: Mirra chairs.

Flexible Boundaries
The poles, in three heights, work 

with horizontal support arms  

to define work areas and provide 

a strong, stable foundation.  

They also support components 

and easily accessible power  

and data. Power and data cables 

are routed along lower arms, or 

overhead and out of the way via 

high-capacity trusses (as shown 

on cover).



Team spaces with seated-height infrastructure facilitate 
impromptu interaction. This arrangement features boundary 
screens in Dune Beige, display screens in Caramel Beige; 
work surfaces, shelves, and shared tops with Formcoat 
Natural Maple Fleck. Also shown: Eames® table and Aeron chairs.

Versatile Components
The lightweight structure makes installation quick and efficient. Compared to traditional 

systems, Resolve has about one-quarter the components and takes up one-third the 

space when knocked down in storage. And Resolve is agile, designed for speedy 

changes that control churn costs and don’t disrupt workers.



Power and Data

Resolve distributes power and data cables from 
the floor, wall, or ceiling, and routes them up 
poles, along trusses, and to receptacles.

Signage

Ideal for workstation identification or personal-
ization, a 6" diameter disk displays messages on 
one side and attaches to tall, short or in-line poles.

Acoustical Insert

Sound blocking and sound absorbing, the 
acoustical insert fits between two boundary or 
display screens to increase acoustical privacy.

Qt Quiet Technology™

For sound masking, the Qt Quiet technology unit 
mounts on top of a tall pole to mask distracting 
background noises within the work environment.

Display Components

Displaying personal items, storing small 
electronics, and attaching work tools within 
reach is easy on the pole shelves and the 
Bubbletack™ surface of the display screen.



Customer’s Own Image

To set a workplace apart from all others, Herman 
Miller’s Customer’s Own Image (COI) program 
gives people the freedom to express whatever 
they like on Resolve screens, and canopies—
from brand identity to wayfinding graphics.

This arrangement features boundary and display 
screens in Summer White and Customer’s Own 
Image; canopies in Seashell White; infrastructure 
in Metallic Champagne with Sandstone trim; 
and work surfaces and shelves in Natural Maple 
Veneer. Also shown: Mirra chairs.
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Resolve® Materials
Resolve offers a harmonious palette of warm-to-cool, light-to-dark colors designed

to coordinate with interiors—from traditional to progressive. Textile screens can be

printed with customized graphics for wayfinding, boundary definition, and branding.

Visit hermanmiller.com/materials to see our complete textile and materials offering.

Metallic Champagne
CN

Sandstone
WL

Light Anigre Fleck
7G

Soft White
LU

Metallic Silver
MS

Chalk White
X1

Natural Maple Fleck
7F

Cool Grey Neutral
CL

Metallic Bronze
EH

Folkstone Grey
8Q

Aged Cherry Fleck
7H

White
91

Warm Grey Neutral
WN

Cool Grey Neutral
CL

Sandstone
WL

Warm Grey Neutral
WN

Folkstone Grey
8Q

Brownstone
3G

Finish

Solid Laminate

Recut Veneer

Formcoat™

Aged Cherry
JU

Light Anigre
HU

Natural Maple
DU

Dark Brown Walnut
40

Walnut on Cherry
UX

Med Red Walnut
EK

Aged Cherry
ED

Light Brown Walnut
2U

Natural Maple
UL

Veneer

Spa Blue
8A19/8B19

Slate Blue
8A32/8B32

Blue Grey
8A30/8B30

Pebble Beige
8A07/8B07

Tea Leaf Grey
8A29/8B29

Caramel Beige
8A33/8B33

Bubbletack™/Multiscrim™

Slate Purple
8A13/8B13

Summer White
8A27/8B27

Pearl Grey
8A02/8B02

Dusty Bronze
8A31/8B31

Sable Grey
8A24/8B24

Dune Beige
8A05/8B05

Kiwi Green
8A34/8B34

Olive Green
8A09/8B09

Moth Grey
8A28/8B28

Seashell White
8A01/8B01

Sandstone
WL

Soft White
LU

Chalk White
X1

Cool Grey Neutral
CL

Folkstone Grey
8Q

White
91

Warm Grey Neutral
WN



Designer: Ayse Birsel

General Dimensions

a pole heights: 48, 60, 108 in.

b arm lengths: 48 or 60 in.

c screen widths: 36, 48, 60 in.

ReSolve SyStem   hermanmiller.com/resolve

 · A unique, human-centered system that invites people to feel  
comfortably connected.

 · 120-degree angles form attractive, light, and open workstations.

 · Efficiently and economically supports a variety of settings for people 
throughout a facility.

 · Creates environments that suit the style, culture, and vision of an organization.

Design for the environment: 

 · 56 percent recyclable and manufactured 

using 49 percent recycled materials

 · GREENGUARD® certified

 · level™ 1 certified

Warranty: 12-year, 3-shift
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